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Abstract
The present work reports our attempt in developing a bi-lingual Machine Translation
(MT) tool in the agriculture domain. The work described here is part of an ongoing
research to automate the translation of user interfaces of knowledge-based systems. In
particular, we describe the translation of Arabic interrogative sentence into English. In
Central Laboratory for Agricultural Expert Systems (CLAES), this tool is found to be
essential in developing bilingual (Arabic-to-English) expert systems because both the
Arabic and the English versions are needed for development and usage purpose. The
tool follows the transfer-based MT approach. A major design goal of this tool is that it
can be used as a stand-alone tool and can be very well integrated with a general MT
system for Arabic sentence. The paper also describes our experience with the developed
MT system and reports results of its application on interrogatives from real agricultural
expert systems.

Machine translation (MT) is the area of information technology and applied linguistics dealing with the
translation of human languages such as English and Arabic. With globalisation and expanding trade,
demand for translation is set to grow. Computer technology has been applied in technical translation in
order to improve one or both of the following factors (Trujillo
Speed: Translation by or with the aid of machines can be faster than manual translation.
Cost: Computer aids to translation can reduce the cost per word of a translation.
In addition, the use of MT can result in improvements in quality, particularly in the use of consistent
terminology within a text or for a particular kind of client. Similarly, the availability of MT makes it
ideal for translation of Web pages and other materials on the internet.
Translation of Arabic sentences is a difficult task. The difficulty comes from several sources. One is
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words. Another difficulty comes from the sentence structure. The Arabic sentence is complex and
syntactically ambiguous due to the frequent usage of grammatical relations, order of words and
phrases, conjunctions, and other constructions. Consequently, most of the researches in Arabic MT
mainly concentrated on the translation from English to Arabic. An interesting study by (Rafea et al.,
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east. A study of
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study shows the possibility of translating titles of theses and journals from the computer science
domain. The translation of an English subset of a knowledge base is described in (El- !
This tool translates English phrases extracted from the knowledge base that was written in KROL
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in developing Arabic to English MT system. The big gab between Arabic and English in both lexical
and syntactic aspects causes difficulties of building these systems. The lexical gab between Arabic and
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automating the translation of user interfaces. This includes also the (imperative) form of the verbal
sentence that is commonly used for interrogating users of nowadays computer applications. The
proposed MT tool described here is part of an ongoing research to automate the translation of user
interfaces of knowledge-based systems. In Central Laboratory for Agricultural Expert Systems
(CLAES), this tool is found to be essential in developing bilingual (Arabic-to-English) expert systems
because both the Arabic and the English versions are needed for development and usage purpose.

The next section outlines the overall architecture of the proposed Arabic to English MT system. The
following sections describe the main components of the system. In a concluding section, we discuss its
application on interrogatives from real agricultural expert systems and present some final remarks.
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Overall Structure of Arabic-to- English Interrogative sentence Translator
There are three basic approaches being used for developing MT systems that differ in their complexity
and sophistication. These approaches are: direct approach, transfer-based approach, and interlingua
approach. The current work follows the transfer-based MT approach. There are many factors which
make transfer an attractive design for MT (Trujillo
:
. Many systems are bilingual, or their principal use is for translation in one direction between a
limited number of languages.
#. Where full multilinguality is required, it is possible to have a hub language into and out of which
all translation is done.
%. Portions of transfer modules can be shared when closely related languages are involved. For
example, an English-Portuguese module may share several transformations with an EnglishSpanish module.
The architecture of the transfer-) & ( )
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of the architecture, the arrows indicate the flow of information. Ovals are modules of the system.
Rectangles are the linguistic knowledge. The proposed system is based on the transfer approach, with

three main components: an analyzer, a transfer component, and a generation component. The following
summarizes the translation process:
. The morphological analyzer provides information about inflectional features as well as the stemform of an inflected Arabic word.
#. The syntactic parser builds a syntactic dependency tree, which represents meaningful linguistic
relationships between constituents of an interrogative sentence.
%. The Lexical transfer will map Arabic lexical units to their English equivalent. It will also map
Arabic morphological features to the corresponding set of English features.
1. The Syntactic transfer will map the Arabic dependency tree to the equivalent English syntactic
structure.
. The morphological generator synthesizes the inflected English word in its right form based on the
morphological features.
2. The syntactic generator is responsible for polishing and producing the surface structure of the
English interrogative sentence. Then, the final tree is traversed to produce the translation output.
Prolog is one of the most widely used programming languages in computational linguistics (Shaalan,
. We have chosen Prolog as the implementation language of our translation tool. Among the
features that make it attractive are its efficient unification, its declarative nature and its backtracking
regime. The tool is implemented in SICStus Prolog and the parser is written in definite clause grammar
(DCG) formalism. DCG translate grammar rules directly to Prolog, producing a simple top-down
parser.

The syntax analysis component assigns grammatical structures to the input interrogative sentences by
means of Arabic grammatical rules. In order to perform the syntax analyzer, a DCG describing the
structure of the interrogative in agricultural expert systems, was implemented. This was done by
examining large number of i
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shows an implementation of DCG of the Arabic interrogative sentence
interrogation(interrogation(Interr,NP)) --> interrogative(Interr),np(NP).
interrogation(interrogation(Interr,VP)) --> interrogative(Interr),vp(VP).
interrogation(interrogation(Interr,NP,VP)) --> nterrogative(Interr),np(NP),vp(VP).
interrogation(interrogation(Interr,Pron,NP)) --> interrogative(Interr),separate_pronoun(Pron), np(NP).
interrogation(VP) --> vp(VP).
vp(vp(V,NP)) --> verb(V),np(NP).
vp(vp(V)) --> verb(V).
np(Quasi_proposition) --> quasi_proposition(Quasi_proposition),!.
np(np('(',NP,')')) --> ['('],np(NP),[')'].
np(np(N,NP)) --> noun(N),np(NP).
np(np(Adj,NP)) --> adj(Adj),np(NP).
np(np(N)) --> noun(N).
np(np(Adj)) --> adj(Adj).
np(np(AdV,NP)) --> adverb(AdV),np(NP).
np(np(Pron,NP)) --> pronoun(Pron),np(NP).
np(np(Pron,VP)) --> pronoun(Pron),vp(VP).
np(np(Conj,NP)) --> conj(Conj),np(NP).
np(np(num(Num),NP)) --> [Num],np(NP),{number(Num)}.
quasi_proposition(quasi_proposition(Prep,NP)) --> preposition(Prep),np(NP).
quasi_proposition(quasi_proposition(Prep,VP)) --> preposition(Prep),vp(VP).
A DCG for the Arabic interrogative sentence
In order to implement the parser, it was needed to perform morphological analysis on the inflected
Arabic words. An Arabic monolingual dictionary was also needed to successfully implement the
morphological analyzer.
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morphological analyzer for inflected Arabic words. With respect to the implementation of the Arabic
parser, we took the advantage of the already developed morphological analyzer by integrating it with

the Arabic parser. The morphological analyzer returns to the parser the words in its primitive form with
some additional information such as tense of a verb and number of a noun.
Entries of the Arabic dictionary can be interrogatives, pronouns, prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions,
verbs, adjectives, and nouns. Considering verbs, the verb is stored in the dictionary in its singular past
tense. Considering nouns and adjectives, they are stored in the dictionary in their singular masculine
form. In addition, the Arabic dictionary also includes entries for compound forms, usually for technical
terms, and irregular nouns.
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from the Arabic parser. The leaves of the tree are the stem forms along with their morphological
features.
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A parse tree for a simple sentence
Syntactic transfer systems rely on mappings between the surface structure of sentences: a collection of
tree-to-tree transformations is applied recursively to the analysis tree of the source language in order to
construct a target language analysis tree (Arnol&
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implementation example of transfer rules for an Arabic interrogative sentence headed by ' '. The treeto-tree transformation algorithm is a recursive, non-deterministic, top-down process in which one side
of the tree-to-tree transfer rules is matched against the input structure, resulting in the structure on the
right-hand-side. As a simple e' !
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% ' ' NP <==> what to-be NP
transfer(interrogation(IA,NPA),interrogation(IE,VPE)):( IA=interrogative(' '); … /* other similar interrogatives */),
NPA=np(noun(_,single,_,_,_),_),
VPE=vp(verb(is,present,trans),NPE),
transfer_word(IA,IE), /* lexical transfer */
transfer_np(NPA,NPE). /* transfer of NP is to take place */
% ' ' N NP <==> what to-be N of NP
transfer(interrogation(IA,NPA),interrogation(IE,VPE)):( IA=interrogative(' '); … /* other similar interrogatives */),

NA=noun(_,single,_,_,_),!,
VPE=vp(verb(is,present,trans),
np(NE,preposition_phrase(preposition(of),NPE))),
transfer_word(IA,IE), /* lexical transfer */
transfer_word(NA,NE), /* lexical transfer */
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An implementation example of transfer rules

Just as the analysis component has a dictionary so also the transfer component has a bilingual
dictionary. This dictionary relates the primitive form of the Arabic lexical units to the primitive form of
the English lexical units. This leads to mapping the Arabic verb to its corresponding singular present
tense, as it is the primitive form of the English verb. This will result in shifting a lot of the workload for
synthesizing the right verb form to the transfer component. The mapping of features is straightforward.
However, irrelevant features such as the gender of a noun/subject that are not needed in the translation
to English are not carried over from the source tree to the target tree.
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⇔
"what is drainage system status"

"
"
⇔
"what is status of drainage system"
!A tree-to-tree transfer Example

In our interrogative sentence translator, the actual translation occurs in the transfer phase. The
following paragraphs describe the problems encountered while designing this phase. These problems
are regarded as peculiar to translation, since they arise from the divergences and mismatches between
source and target sentences.

NON-DETERMINISM

In general, several different transfer rules will be able to apply to a structure, giving alternative (not
necessarily correct) translations. For example the translation of the sentence
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would produce the following acceptable sentences.
where is abnormal appearance position on leaf
where is position of abnormal appearance on leaf
The user is able to choose between the two translations because both have the same meaning. They are
provided in order to meet the different styles of English sentences that are desirable

On the contrary, alternative translations may be inevitable because the translation rules produce correct
target structure in some circumstances while they produce non-acceptable-grammatically incorrecttranslations in the others. This is best clarified by the following two examples.
B6 C D
E@ F GH
do you want early production
does production want early
I B;
JH K LM 2 N @
OP GH
do you bellow usually wind in this location
does wind bellow usually in this location
In the first example, the first translation is the correct one because the verb ("E@ F") has a
morphological features that indicates a second person. Hence, the pronoun (you) is produced in the
translated sentence. However, this is not applicable in the second example where its second translation
is acceptable.

WORD OMISSION

The translation of Arabic to English is different because some words have been omitted. In some
circumstances, the pronoun that follows the interrogative can be omitted. For example, the translation
of the sentence
0H
is
what is drainage system status
The pronoun " " is omitted without affecting the sentence meaning.
As another example, consider the translation of the sentence
7Q

G51RDS TUV GH

to
did you do fungal analysis
Owing to the lexical gab between Arabic and English, the preposition " " is omitted from the
translation although its role in the sentence is not optional.

WORD REPLACEMENT

The translation of Arabic to English is different because words are mapped to different syntactic
categories. For example, the translation of the sentence
0456W 89
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is
what is type of leaf which has abnormal appearance
Owing to the lexical gab between Arabic and English, the preposition (' ') is translated to another
category, which is the verb ('has').

CONTEXT DEPENDENCY

An interrogative may be translated according to the word that follows it. For example, the interrogative
"G H" has different translation according to the noun or the verb that follows. The following three
examples shows these divergences.

LM>[>; 89 \ F 6]
\ W ^ _19 <57D`F GH
can you close absent plant dripper
3456W 89 >a bA c ]H GH
is there any abnormal growth
b
\ de Nd^F IA E@ F GH
do you want to suggest irrigation interval
The verbs can, to-be, and to-do, respectively, are translated as a syntactic head of the target English
sentence according to the word that follows "GH".

WORD ORDER

To get the right translation order of Arabic noun phrase into its corresponding English noun phrase, the
right-left order of nouns and adjective are reversed. For, example translation of the sentence
>5f F>6

]4

GgQ;

M U`

dh

is:
select preferable fertilizer for potassium element
The noun phrase "G gQ; M U ` ", which is a noun followed by an adjective, is translated to
"preferable fertilizer ", where the adjective follows the noun. Similarly, the embedded noun
phrase " >5f F>6
]2" is translated to "potassium element" by reversing the order of its
constituting nouns.
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This is the last phase in the translation process. The generation component, include morphological
generation of English words and a tree-to-tree transformation for syntactic discrepancies not accounted
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interrogative sentence. The generated syntactic tree is traversed in a depth-first manner to produce the
surface English interrogative sentence.
% Prep def N -> prep the def N
synthesize(preposition_phrase(P,np(W)),
pre
' '
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W=noun(N,Number,Definition),
Definition=def(with_al),!,
m i" 'n" )
)
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op" $
% def noun NP -> the noun NP
m i" 'n"
k
k
lNP=np('(',_,')'),
W=noun(N,Number,_Definition),!,
m i" 'n" )
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#An implementation example of generation rules
The morphological generation module is responsible for synthesizing the English words in its right
form. The input to this module is the origin of the English words, which is passed by transfer phase
with some information about each word. The output is the English word in its right form. This module
synthesizes right tense of verbs and the right number of nouns. This process includes an English
monolingual dictionary, which stores nouns in their singular form and verbs in their singular present
tense.
The main problem encountered while designing the syntactic generation module is the generation of the
article, "the". This leads to restructuring the English noun phrase subtree in order to put it in its right

form. Another problem is the synthesis of passive voices. These problems are illustrated by the
following example.
Input:
Transfer:
Output:

select one from following organic manure to use
select one from the following organic manure to be used
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This paper has been concentrated on issues in the design and implementation of a transfer-based MT
system, which translates an Arabic interrogative sentence into English. A major design goal of this tool
is that it can be used as a stand-alone tool and can be very well integrated with a general MT for Arabic
sentence.
The MT as described here was tested using different texts from different agriculture expert systems at
CLAES. It has demonstrated its capability to get almost all possible translations of an Arabic
interrogative sentence (see the Appendix). From what this tool provides, we can say it has achieved its
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computer using SICStus Prolog.
Considering the test results, the system has proven to be successful in getting a very good quality of
translation. Quality stands for the correctness and style of the English sentence produced by the
translation process. In testing the transl
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translations were received. The non-deterministic feature of the tool fills the syntactic gab between the
Arabic and English sentences and allows for different translation styles.
Future work will introduce a cooperative mechanism among the various kinds of framework, such as
example-based, rule-based, and statistically-based into the interrogative MT tool.
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Appendix: Output from the interrogative MT.
what is the soil type
what is the type of soil

$ % ! "#
what is the date of transplantation
what is the transplantation date
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&

what is the drainage system status
what is the status of the drainage system

+
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what is the last pesticide date
what is the date of the last pesticide

+
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what is the last material name
what is the name of the last material

45 $ 23 / 01 $
did you do with the soil organism analysis
did you do the analysis of the soil organism
did you do the soil organism analysis

. #08
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what is the infected plants number with the nematode
what is the number of the infected plants with the nematode

9:
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what is the infected plants number with the soil fungal
what is the number of the infected plants with the soil fungal

9< 45 . 6;
what are the numbers of the soil fungal organism
what are the soil fungal organism numbers
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do you want to suggest the irrigation intervals

) A

#$

do you want early production
does production want early

(* 7 )8
what is the infected plant status
what is the status of the infected plant
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what is the appearance of leaves
what is the leaves appearance

( E
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what is the abnormal leaves color in the tunnel
what is the color of the abnormal leaves in the tunnel

( E

)9 +D C "

B&

what is the abnormal leaves appearance in the tunnel
what is the appearance of the abnormal leaves in the tunnel

C"
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where is the abnormal appearance position on the leaves
where is the position of the abnormal appearance on the leaves

9: $ 23 / 01 $
did you do with the fungal analysis
did you do the analysis of fungal
did you do the fungal analysis
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did you do with the nematode analysis
did you do the analysis of nematode
did you do the nematode analysis
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what is the nematode status in the last season
what is the status of the nematode in the last season

9< 45
what is the soil fungal organism status
what is the status of the soil fungal organism

+
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what is the fungal infection status in the last season
what is the status of the fungal infection in the last season

. #0

45

what is the soil nematode organism status
what is the status of the soil nematode organism

. #0
what is the soil nematode type
what is the type of the soil nematode
(
$5 E ) @ 7 . 6 ,5
how many irrigation times ( per day )
how many times of irrigation ( per day )
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did you paint the plastic cover with sepdage
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did you notice any nematode infection in the last season
did you notice infection of nematode in the last season
did you notice nematode infection in the last season
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what is the level of the nitrogen in the soil surface
what is the nitrogen level in the soil surface

R9- E
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what is the level of the potassium in the soil surface
what is the potassium level in the soil surface

R9- E
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what is the level of the magnesium in the soil surface
what is the magnesium level in the soil surface

S* " (
what is the source of waters
what is the waters source

. Q * +D 7 #)8 7 U ? T2D F9 # $
can you close the absent plants drippers

@ W

@ X
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is there imbalance ratio between the flowery and vegetative growth

R9- E " :- : @
what is the level of the phosphorus in the soil surface
what is the phosphorus level in the soil surface

7 #)8 ZM# N Y 7 U ?8
what is the drippers status which does not correspond to plants

what is the status of the drippers which does not correspond to plants
select one from the following organic manure to be used

@ L(
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select the micro elements type to be used

,?
what
(
what
what

2 :* ? 9

is the preferable method for the soil sterilization
* ) ( [ 6
is the tunnel width ( in meter )
is the width of tunnel ( in meter )

= * ^ E .6 >
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do you bellow usually the wind in this location
does the wind bellow usually in this location

E
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what is the calcium carbonate ratio in the soil
what is the ratio of the calcium carbonate in the soil
(
* ) (
U
what is the length of tunnel ( in meter )
what is the tunnel length ( in meter )
( \ * * ) B:G; @ 6 .
05 ,5
how much organic manure did you add ( in cubic meter )
( F
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select the preferable fertilizer for the potassium element
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what is the preferable nutrient unit
what is the unit of the preferable nutrient

H )U +D _ @; V 8 $
is there any abnormal growth

26 C :; 7 "
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is there any galleries on the soil

G * 22?

E
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did you spray pesticide in the last few days

G * 22?

E

U 2 b 8 a- *

what is the relative average for the humidity in the last few days

G * 22?

E " c Q". a-

what is the average of the temperature in the last few days
what is the temperature average in the last few days

